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MakroAccess42 - Module for 
Makro Factory Breeze
MakroAccess42 is a Makro Factory solution based on the BI solution Bissantz DeltaMaster. 
MakroAccess42 displays the rights granted or withdrawn to / from employees within a 
particular period of time on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. It is specifically designed as an 
add-on for our solution Breeze.   Please note that the price is valid for a term of 3 years and is 
for a scale of up to 500 users. Contact Makro Factory for an individual offer.  

Description

In case you already own Makro Factory Breeze:

In case you already own Makro Factory Breeze licenses, you 
obviously don’t need to purchase the license again. In this 
case it’s sufficient to purchase the MakroAccess42 add-on. 

  

Why MakroAccess42?

The Makro Factory BI solution provides you with information regarding who has access to 
which application at what level. The application is slim, fast and delivers a lightning-fast result! 
MakroAccess42 gives you the answer - immediately and at a glance. 

MakroAccess42 natively supports the rights management of the Matrix42 suite. Additional 
applications can be added easily and independently thanks to open database interfaces. 
MakroAccess42 answers the important w-questions  of rights management: who is 
allowed to do what why and since when? 

Especially with regards to the GDPR guidelines MakroAccess42 helps you keep track of all 
rights assigned . 

  

When? "Just" a recertification...
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The cyclical requirements for regular monitoring of employees' rights assume enormous 
proportions, especially in the context of "recertification". 

MakroAccess42 takes over this task completely so that more time remains for risk 
minimization and is not wasted on data processing. 

  

What? Deeper privileges?

Is your company working with rights profiles? Often more in-depth authorizations are 
required for a profile resulting in considerable effort when being cyclically revised. 

MakroAccess42 provides exact deltas between two points in time and compares the 
authorizations in detail. This gives you an exact picture of the "actual state" which can be 
evaluated. 

  

Where to? Changes in rights

Did you know that an employee changes an average of 15,000 rights per month? Due to the 
dynamic nature of IT, the focus is more than ever on the rights granted. New applications, 
employee changes or changed areas of responsibility continuously influence the rights 
granted. 

MakroAccess42 refelcts this change in the form of a time delta in an understandable and 
simplified way, making it comprehensible and controllable. 

  

Download the MakroAccess42 flyer here.

  

Learn all about Makro Factory BI solutions and Breeze in this 2-minute video.

  

Upgrade options: 

MakroAccess42 is only one module of the full version of MakroAccess. The full version 
MakroAccess also provides you with the possibility to evaluate six of the most important 
applications in your company (DeltaMaster, FileServer, SQL-Server, Active Directory, Matrix42 
and SharePoint).

https://www.makrofactory.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/Whitepaper-MakroAccess_DM_MPB_ausfuehrlich.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xocchmbWzF4&feature=youtu.be
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Additional information
AppFabric 
Required No

Digital Workspace 
Platform (DWP) 
Compatibility

10.0, 10.0.1, 10.0.2, 10.1, 10.x, 11.x, 8.0, 8.0.0, 8.0.1, 8.0.2, 8.1, 8.1.0, 8.1.0.1, 
8.1.2, 8.1.4, 9.0, 9.1, 9.1, 9.1.2.2737, 9.x

License metric Per Installation
Manufacturer Makro Factory GmbH & Co. KG
Contract type Subscription

Product link https://marketplace.matrix42.com/product/makroaccess42-module-
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